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Introducing Mervin Scott 

Mervin Scott truly falls into the gifted minority of innovative talents walking 
the Earth’s surfaces with an inborn, yet exquisitely polished, ability to write 
and perform a unique and commercially indiscriminate style of music.  

Born in the musical hub-land of Brixton (South London) in 1969 (the year 
of the moon landing!) when Jimi Hendrix was very much still alive, Scott 
stood out from his siblings, peers and, well, everyone. At school, his fellow 
classmates would boast of their popular love for all things reggae and 
hip hop while Scott’s excitement was placed in future legendary artistic 
greats like The Beatles. An apprenticeship with his dental technician father 
during his late teens was short-lived as Scott joined more than fifteen other 
apprentices who fell victim to his father’s lack of patience. 

Just like Lord Killing Ling, the frontman (and Scott’s alter-ego) of the 
virtual band Charlie Comes First, a fascination with motorcycles influenced 
a decision to uptake a job as a motorcycle messenger. “A motorcycle 
messenger?” his parents would have yelled, but this turned out to be 
unsuspectingly instrumental in unlocking an almost bulging bubble of 
artistic potential. Having little time to pen compositions with a demanding 
and arguably frenetic delivery schedule, Scott’s lonesome journeys during 
his day job left him to entertain himself with his own thoughts. The freedom 
that despatch riding afforded him gave ground to an ability to compose 
songs mentally. In 2006, Scott’s magnificent brainchild, Charlie Comes 
First, took life. 
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The inimitability of the Charlie Comes First collective is a mirror to 
Scott, reflecting a one-of-a-kind persona – a noticeably pervasive quality 
throughout his works.  It becomes apparent whilst listening to Scott’s 
painstakingly crafted musical masterpieces that his songs represent 
everything that ‘normality’ is not; an embrace and magnification of new 
ideas and approach rather than the mundanely recycled “tried and tested.”  
Charlie Comes First is the product of one man’s emotional and cerebral 
journey through a maze-ridden life, drawing on milestone events that 
paved the way for a modern-day prodigy to bring his ideas to fruition. 
 
A significant by-product of this voyage has been the synergy of Scott and 
Misha Nikolic, whose dexterity in musical production gave an added breath 
of life to Scott’s compositions in which listeners are invited to immerse 
themselves. Scott puts it neatly:

“The finite musicianship of Misha Nikolic gave flesh to the lyrics, drums 
and guitar riffs swimming in my head.”  He then adds, “…the Punk Clown 
characters that make up the virtual band, Charlie Comes First, is taken 
from the influences of punk rock visually dressed up as clowns.” 

Charlie Comes First is a composition of five dissimilar personas with 
similarity in artistic vision, each with their own unconventional traits, 
engaging intensely in the creative process that serves to stockpile music designed 
for unadulterated mass enjoyment. 
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The Band

Lord Killing Ling: Lead vocals
Baron Misha: Lead guitar
Kill Switch: Drums
Sporty: Bass
Baby Man: Keyboards



Lord Killing Ling 
The frontman and consummate pack leader, Lord Killing Ling, accepts 
entire responsibility for the catalogue of compositions that have, until now, 
evaded the radar of the music industry.

Tearing through London’s streets as a motorcycle messenger for many 
years has, over time, produced a songwriting dexter with a penchant for 
poetical self-banter, effortlessly tapping into his mental vault to deliver a 
torrent of deep and meaningful accounts of his life that was, is, and which 
he envisions it ought to be.  

The perceptibly lifeless facial expression he 
presents to the outside world is a constant 
reminder of the vulnerability of man to 
succumb to the harsh experiences that alter 
our perceptions. There is little doubt, 
however, that Killing Ling succeeds in his 
desire to use his work as a conduit to narrate 
his story with the support of the other Charlie 
Comes First members. 
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Baron Misha 
A fanatical collector of 
vintage guitars, Baron Misha 
audaciously plucks his strings 
to add the perfect note to 
Charlie Comes First.

It comes as no suprise, then, to 
learn his guitar heroes include 
the likes of Jimi Hendrix, Jeff 
Beck and Ritchie Blackmore.
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Kill Switch 
The no-nonsense, elegant temptress exudes an almost out-of-this-world 
presence which becomes apparent during her mesmerising drum playing.  
It was Lord Killing Ling who dubbed this femme fatale with the name ‘Kill 
Switch’ after witnessing her coldly cutting off one desperate hopeful who 
failed to impress with chat-up lines! Lord Killing Ling turned his attention 
back to repairing his motorcycle’s engine cut-off switch, colloquially termed 
‘kill switch’, and the rest is self-explanatory.
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Sporty 
This ace of bass feel-good guitarist laces Charlie Comes First with  
a rather energetic vibe to offer an appropriate balance to the mix. 
The electricity Sporty generates helps to keep the collective immersed  
in the spotlight.  
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Baby Man
An adult trapped in the body of a baby - complete 
with infantile mannerisms?  Strange!

Vertically challenged he may be, but there is no 
shortfall as far as his keyboard playing skills go.  
Here you have a computer genius with a liking for 
Marvel and DC comics and anything to do with 
Star Wars.  

Perhaps one day he will have the manly fortitude 
to reveal his silent crush on Kill Switch. On second 
thoughts, let’s not encourage him to step into the 
lioness’s den!      
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More From Charlie Comes First

Visit... www.verismcollective.com

Reloaded
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www.charliecomesfirst.com
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Charlie Comes First on: 

E-mail: mervin@charliecomesfirst.com
Web: www.charliecomesfirst.com

Tel: +44 (0)796 111 8501 




